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Double Tap for Doom
Oliver Elsner

This was a sad morning for Donald Jr. The crispy bacon in the pan and its 
accompanying smell did not stop him from keeping his grim look on the smartphone
while eating. 

21,214 Likes. This classy picture of him in his new car only generated 48 
likes more than Kirk’s lame image of him and his parents in the new water park. 
Come on, one ticket for the day costs how much? 65 dollars? 

And on the other hand, his metallic-blue beauty, the Mustang Coupé from 
Ford, 450 PS, with chromed spoiler. His father spent 26,670 dollars for that. 
And all he received were 21,214 Likes? 

Disappointment about this made him throw the cooked ham back onto the dish.
With a decent push the meal then slid over the smooth surface of the kitchen 
table, only to end up as an inedible mix of bacon and chipped chinaware. Donald 
showed no interest in cleaning the mess up. Quite the contrary. He felt proud of
his work. So, he was looking at this mess with a certain satisfaction. Being 
aware of having other people doing the dirty work for him made him feel 
superior. But already after a few seconds this feeling of dominance faded away.

In the end, Donald knew, this wouldn’t ease his shame about the water park 
picture. This pain went deeper. And there was only one way to get satisfaction. 
So he decided to open his chat on his phone and type in the following text:

Seen the water park pictures of this Kirk guy? Phew...

There was no need to switch off the display, as a reply didn’t take too 
long. One of his closer friends wrote without hesitation

Pretty sure these tickets were sponsored.

‘Pretty good start’ Donald Jr told himself, walking to the fridge to get a 
fresh avocado kiwi smoothie. The group chat showed further movement, while 
Donald took a big sip from the reusable plastic cup. This cup earned him over 
50,000 likes for being super sustainable in the fight for a better world. 
Another sip to finish his drink, then the world saviour again looked at his 
smartphone. 6 new messages in total. He was a little disappointed. Well, he had 
brought in a super essential topic. And this Kirk person seemed to become a big 
competitor on Likes with his shabby display of luxury. Likes mean money. 
Donald’s money. And only six replies on this? ‘It seems that they don’t get the 
misery I am in.’
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In any case, he unlocked the display and read through the poor amount of 
responses. 

Well, the grand-opening of the park seemed to have surprised him. Look at 
the cheap trunks he is wearing? That is not even Bruno Banani.

Not surprised at all. Pretty sure he has only one good pair of everything.

Yeah, did you scroll through his feed? Pretty sure he wore these shorts 
before already.

Now he feels like a king. Have heard that Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson was 
also there. And he takes no picture with him?  Haha, pathetic.

Quite right. Come back when you have more than one 200$ shirt.

Donald’s eye got stuck on the last message.

Ah, come on, guys. We should be happy for him. With his social standards, 
this is quite special. I am happy for him.

This was the reason why no one else continued replying. This was a clear 
statement, almost a challenge, from Brian. Everyone knew that. And they were 
waiting for a reaction. His reaction, of course. They surely wanted to see a big
showdown. That he, the big Donald, rips poor tiny Brian apart. ‘Well, I won’t 
disappoint them,’ Donald told himself while typing his reply. 

Sure, be happy for him. Or even better: Like his post and write a sweet
love letter in the comment section. Maybe he takes you to the water park next

time. Maybe on closing day. This might be the next time that his daddy can
afford tickets.

Donald was sure that his well-written reply would hit hard. Indeed, his 
true friends directly fell in line to support the electronic alpha leader. 

Burn.

Eat this, Brian. 

Hey Brian, I am pretty sure you would get lots of likes from his poor 
friends for a few pictures.

Haha, spread the love.

Yes, this was the ultimate reaction. Donald was quite happy with the 
comments on his powerful reply. He liked Brian, but the guy needed to understand
how things were working here. Brian in particular should have known how 
important one’s own status was. He himself just got lucky to make it to their 
club. His parents weren’t the biggest players in the economy. His father was a 
simple property agent. Very successful, though. But still a property agent. No 
big stockbrokers, as were the parents of the rest of Donald’s squad. At the end 
of the day, Donald didn’t feel guilty for humiliating Brian. He actually felt a 
certain level of pride, as this way he prevented further stupid statements of 
his minor best friends. 

He suddenly recognised that this whole conversation didn’t change anything 
about the fact that his latest Instagram exposure hadn’t achieved the desired 
effect. So again, he typed into his smartphone. 
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Guys, seriously. Only 21,214 Likes. The picture with my new hiking kit got
me 68,700 Likes so far. 

Well, why don’t you buy additional Likes? I know that Andrew is doing that 
all the time.

Hey, bro. That is not true. 

We all know it is. Shut up, Andrew.

Donald didn’t really bother about Andrew’s Likes. He was better than 
Andrew. But only a little better than Kirk. A fact that he better kept for 
himself. 

Are you crazy? Do you really think I am that desperate?

You will be once Kirk has 21,215 Likes. 
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An unforeseen burn from Brian. Again, everyone was waiting for a reaction 
from Big Donald. He’d have loved to kick Brian out of the group, but this would 
have made him appear weak. What would the others say? ‘Donald couldn’t argue 
little Brian down. It seems like all the money should have been invested in 
better education. What a poor child.’ 

“Well, let us see how many likes your last picture got,” Donald said with 
gritted teeth while looking at his feed. He literally had no idea what shit he 
was posting. Of course he subscribed to Brian’s loser account but was so busy 
with being amazing, and adventurous as well, that there was no time left for 
inferior pictures. “Jackpot.” The very latest picture already provided him with 
all the facts he needed to smash Brian’s unworthy statement. It was a picture of
Brian sitting on top of a mountain, his body in semi-shade of the setting sun. 
The big mountain range rising majestically in the background.

14,200 Likes. ‘Pretty miserable.’

Donald opened the group chat again. 

Not sure if the opinion of a guy with a 14,200 Like picture really matters
in this situation. Next time better post it with a thoughtful quote, so that all
the desperate mid-thirties folks will give you a sympathy like. Not sure if such

a person should be part of this group. 

‘And another glorious burn.’, Donald thought. This time, he was locking the
screen to get dressed up for the day. Donald, the big wolf, terribly wounded the
Brian sheep. Let’s leave the rest to the hungry pack of loyal betas. 

He went upstairs and entered the big room to the left. California’s morning
sun entered through big windows to fill this part of the house with searing 
light. To the left, open cupboards presented a huge collection of shirts to any 
visitor. The cupboard’s ground level sheltered a great variety of shoes of 
different forms and colours. On the right side, additional cupboards were filled
with jeans, T-shirts and accessories like belts, rings and sunglasses. 

Blue jeans, a white shirt, adding snazzy sunglasses with small frames and 
brown shaded glasses. Looked fancy, felt fancy. Also, his pair of shoes and belt
were coming in a light brown tone. A quick look into the mirror and he was sure 
he would conquer the world. Again, a closer look from different angles boosted 
his confidence and after checking the flawless condition of his even tan, he 
returned to the kitchen of his apartment. With some gratification the flashing 
of his communication device from a distance hit Donald’s eyes. He unlocked the 
display. 23 new messages. It seemed that the pack was very hungry. Curious about
the outcome of his last reply, his thumb clobbered on the display. 
Disappointment grew again when he realised that all of the comments referred to 
a video link that Andrew had posted. 

WTF?!?!

Is that real?

Pretty sure it is fake.

No, it is on TV too. 

Donald was not going to waste his time by clicking the link. He grabbed the
remote control, turned around and switched on the flat screen TV at the other 
end of the room, were a big white couch and two armchairs provided the viewer 
with comfortable seating.
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The president of the United States was just giving a press conference. 
Headline: “Comet approaches earth. Is this the end?” That was quite exciting 
news, even if his problem with his popularity on social media was not solved. He
quietly followed the statesman’s explanations.  

“It indeed was quite a shock when we learned about this visitor in the 
first place. But I can say that this rock of 4 miles diameter will lose his 
scale rapidly once it enters the orbit. What will pitch on the ground might not 
exceed the size of a pebble. Still, we advise everyone to keep some distance to 
the area around the Klamath Mountains, California.” Donald switched off the TV. 

Well, as this is not going to end the world, can we please focus on my
situation again?

Come on, chill Donald. 

Yeah, for a second we faced extinction. 

‘Whiny little kids, that’s what they are.’ Donald became impatient with 
this group of professional drama queens. 

Well, but that obviously didn’t happen at all. I need some ideas, guys.

I think you just saw your best shot on TV.

Brian was back in the chat. Not only did Donald recognise that no one threw
him out of the chat, now he started sending cryptic messages. God was he pissed 
right now. 

And that means what?

Donald typed the words aggressively into his device. 

Well, the president is talking about a comet which will crash down near 
Klamath Mountains.

So what?

Jeez, it takes you some time to understand, huh?

That was quite sassy of Brian, but he typed another message and Donald gave
him time add something. He surely would apologise for his tone towards him. 
Donald was not sure if he would accept that apology. But when he saw what Brian 
said next, this question suddenly became a non-issue. 

Just jump into your brand new car and drive up the Mountains.

Brian really called him out in front of all his friends and admirers. For 
just a second, Donald felt pressure arising. But no, he was the man in charge 
here. ‘Nice try Brian, but I will not bite that.’

Not bad, Brian. Sadly we do not know exactly when the comet will crash.

In approximately three hours, just googled it. 

Donald hated Andrew for his enthusiasm. He really didn’t want to go there. 

Ah, too bad. I have to go through town and during rush hour it will take me
at least four hours.
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But with your new Mustang, you can simply take the interstate 5 from 
Sacramento. You then might be able to make it in time. At least google maps says
so 😉 

From the way he wrote, Donald knew that Brian enjoyed this a lot. The rest 
didn’t seem to get it. But Brian knew that Donald was about to shit himself. And
if he wouldn’t do anything about it, they finally would realise what a coward he
was. That would have a lasting effect on his reputation.

In the meantime, his friends started texting again.

Yeah, go for it, Donald.

You will destroy the internet.

Kirk will go mad.

Imagine him in his second hand trousers in Los Angeles.

Right they were. In the end, it was just a picture of him with a comet that
entered the orbit. He could easily take the picture and be halfway back home 
when the impact takes place. No big deal, right? 

Okay, quite right. I’ll do it.

His admirers were starting to send a wave of honourable texts.

You are the man!

Go for it. 

Have fun  😉

Donald decided to kill Brian as soon as he returned. In this moment he 
received an incoming call. 

‘Mom is calling.’ 
“Sorry Mom. It is 

doomsday and I am quite 
busy.”

He jumped into his car, 
put on his Spotify playlist. 
Some nice trance accompanied 
him on his way to the 
highway. Again, he got 
interrupted on his journey to
eternal glory. The music 
paused, when his mom tried to
call him again. Pretty 
unnerved he decided to answer
the call. 

“What, mom? Quite busy 
now,” he said in a tone 
signalising his sincere 
disinterest. 

“Donald, I have heard 
that you are about to drive 
up all the way to Klamath 
Mountains. Is that true?” 
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The tone of her voice showed clear disapproval. He could imagine who told 
her. 

“Andrew couldn’t keep his mouth shut, eh?”, he snapped harshly. 
“Show some respect to your brother. He is just concerned.” 

No, his brother didn’t deserve his respect. Why would he? Because he was 
Donald’s brother? This was a fact best left unspoken, as Donald wanted to make 
sure their relation wouldn’t help open him any doors in the business.

‘He is only concerned about the fact that my posts are more popular than 
his. That is all.’ He kept this thought in his mind just to avoid a longer 
conversation. 

That is why he simply agreed with a short: “Sure.”
“So?”
“So what?” Donald hated those half sentences. 
“Are you driving up the hills to take a picture with the comet?” 
“Not that this is any of your business, but yes.” 
“Oh, this is more business to me than anything else, boy. And I do not 

allow it.” 
“Well, I want to see how you want to stop me. I am already on the 

interstate.”

‘Who does she think she is? Andrew really got all the bad DNA from her.’

“Well, I am pretty sure that you want to stay in this nice apartment that 
your father pays the rent for.” Donald hesitated for a second. She hadn’t 
talking to his father for a few weeks now. Sure, the divorce happened 8 years 
ago, but with his recent choice of marrying a blonde girl that could be his 
younger sister he had pissed her off ultimately. Donald never thought that they 
would talk to each other ever again. But here she was, threatening his luxurious
life, a life which, by the way, was totally deserved for all the efforts he made
to become an Instagram sensation. 

“You wouldn’t dare, old witch.” 
“Better be sure I will. So, what shall it be?”  

The car covered another 200 metres before he answered. 

“Okay, you win. Okay? Are you happy now, old hag?” 
“Absolutely. And believe me when I say that I really enjoy every second of 

it.” 
“Good for you. Then enjoy it in silence. And better do not call me again. 

You are dead to me.” 
“I love you too, son.” She just finished the last word, when Donald already

hit the red button. 

One mile ahead, he could have taken the next exit to make his return to the
city. This option, however, was completely ignored by him. 

He gave zero fucks about his mother’s threat. He would take this picture. 
And it would make him such a sensation that he wouldn’t need to depend on any 
parental support and move from Sacramento to Los Angeles. That’s how easy it 
was. 

Again, soft trance music sounded through the loudspeakers of his metallic 
blue beauty and the following hour passed by like the wind. Donald then took a 
short break to refuel. On this occasion, he also used the opportunity to send a 
simple 

I will kill you, filthy rat.
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to his brother. Since his birth, this tiny piece of shit had been in 
Donald’s way. He never asked for a brother and hated his parents for it. 

The rest of the way was quite uneventful. The interstate 5 only showed a 
few cars. Most people seemed to have followed the president’s suggestion of 
avoiding this area. This avoided big delays and he arrived early at 2:14pm. He 
disconnected his smartphone from the car and recognised that he had no signal up
there. The deep ravines of rock seemed to block any communication device. 

So he simply scrolled through the messages he received while driving. Of 
course, his brother never replied to his message. He was too much of a whiny 
loser to stand up to his older brother. Instead his mom sent him a message. 

Don’t you think that I am joking. Just talked to your father. He shares my 
concerns. 

‘The fuck you think you are? You will have no power over me any more.’ This
seemed to be quite right, but then he opened the group chat. Next to questions 
about his current location (they all were curious if he will really make it), 
Brian gave a last update on the comet.

You should be able to see it around 2:32 pm. Impact will take place by 
3:13pm. So you better get your ass out of there quickly 😉

Brian was using smileys like a little school girl on her first encounter 
with a boy. But well, who the heck cared.

Impatiently Donald was checking the sky while counting down the minutes 
until the comet was going to reach orbit. And then he saw it, the big 
manifestation of solid rock from outer space, heading towards his position. 
While pretty tiny and not really impressing on first selfies, Donald thought it 
would take the comet only four more minutes to reach a solid size, which would 
generate more Likes than a nuclear power plant would generate energy. 

So Donald placed himself on the bonnet of his Mustang, sun glasses resting 
on his nose, while adjusting the angle of the camera. In the end, a wonderful 
picture with the approaching comet was the reward for all the drama he went 
through. Yeah, he really made it!

Donald felt like a king and couldn’t wait to share this majestic 
achievement with the rest of the world. He wished badly for a signal to post 
this monumental picture. Pretty sure it would make it to the late news. And by 
tomorrow everyone would know his name. 

He wondered if he quickly could drive up the rocky way to the top. He 
surely would be able to put it online then. A quick look on this watch filled 
him with confidence. 2:41pm it showed. That would leave him with 32 minutes 
before the remains of the visitor would land in this area. This should be a 
piece of cake. 

He jumped into the car and started the engine. By 2:48 he reached the top. 
And his smartphone showed one bar. Without hesitation he started the app, 
selected the last of the 31 pictures he took. Damn, did he look sexy. A filter 
with additional contrast helped to make the comet looking even more dangerous. 

‘Meeting the real ‘The Rock’. 
#comet #adventure #mustang #sunglasses#yolo #theman #largerthanlight’ 

He re-read his comment and concluded that he pretty much nailed it. When he
pressed the submit-button, it only took 10 seconds until the picture got 3.418 
likes. 
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“Choke on this, Kirk!” Donald’s voice echoed down in the valley, while he 
was performing his victory dance. He took another look and saw another 300 
likes. He decided that it was time to read the comments. 

Hell dude, you’ve got balls.

Crazy m*therf*cker

Deepest respect

This is mental!

He was more than happy with that, but as the clock showed 2:53pm and he 
didn’t really want to risk anything, Donald jumped back into his car. In this 
moment he recognised that his reception also allowed further messages to come 
through. Of course, his group chat showed another 48 messages. 

“The king is ready to receive your admiration.” The group chat was opened 
with the tap of his finger. And what he was reading let his face run out of 
colour. 

Get out of there, man!

Seriously this is no joke anymore.

WHY DON’T YOU ANSWER YOUR FUCKIN PHONE? 

He was absolutely confused. ‘Why is everyone panicking?’

While he was finishing this thought, further messages were coming in. Next 
to further furious messages forcing him to leave, someone was sending a link to 
a news-website. Before he was able to open it, Donald suddenly recognised that 
his whole car was covered in black. He looked around to find himself in a big 
shadow. 

His last thought, starting with “What the..”, couldn’t be finished. The 
weight of a big comet didn’t leave any space for this in his head. 

What Donald didn’t know: the ISS had discovered another comet approaching 
the same area from a different angle. Due to its speed, the ISS could only 
detect it 40 minutes before reaching Earth. Sadly, information reached the man 
without reception too late. In the end, little was left of him or his Ford 
Mustang. And the last picture of him, which is mainly showing a bigger rock with
blue-metallic remains under it, made its’ way to the local news. 

His selfie though only hit 46.000 Likes before Donald’s parents effected 
the immediate deletion of his account. 
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Garden

Original Assamese: Guna Moran
Translation: Bibekananda Choudhury

Had been mine till it bloomed
Lost ownership after it bloomed

Timely manure
Timely upkeep

Now this much is my job

The bloom
Dances swaying to and fro

In front of me
They sing oblivious of the surrounding

I gaze transfixed
Though I feel like touching
I pull back my extended hand 
Afraid the petals would fall

Throughout the day
Throughout the night

I remain engrossed in the thought of the garden
Still totally ignoring my existence 

The bumble bees and honey bees
Enter into the garden
And suck the honey

I remain mute like a helpless spectator 

Joy of the flower
Is my joy too
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Hot Enough for You?
Robert Beveridge

We asked for over easy
and instead got

the southern omelet.
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Lunadick
J.E.A. Wallace

Exhibit A
Recorded telephone message (Retrieved from resident of NYC)

I know you don’t care for my ramblings
But what do you want from me?
I have to stay sane as I wander these corridors

Because who’s lonelier than a Hotel Detective?
Than a Hotel Detective on the moon?
On the moon at midnight?
(Midnight Casino Time)

This is the wing of the stupendously rich
If you pass them you
Shouldn’t look them in the eye
But I like the carpet here, it’s quiet

Wait,
Something 
Doesn’t smell right
And they pay a lot of money
To make sure that it smells right

Oh God
I have to go
The gravity is broken in one of the rooms

And there’s blood everywhere
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Exhibit B
Excerpt from ‘I hope my legs don’t break’
(Personal blog of Detective’s Assistant) 

I was awoken from the strangest sleep I ever had
to be told ‘Your first day on the job starts now’
It was a little alarming
when I’m still getting used
to the fact that I live on the moon

Still I made my way up
from the casino’s bowels to the very top floor
where the rich men sleep like babies

and my new boss was waiting
with a look on his face
that said ‘Don’t ask me kid, I just work here’

So I held his hat as he walked into a room
where a storm of blood was floating
around a body hung like a back flip dive

He put his hands beneath the dead man
and said ‘now, Edie, now’
An old maid flicked a switch

The blood splat onto the floor
The body harrumphed in his arms
and he laid it down real gentle

He put his finger in the hole in the dead man’s head
and thought about that for a minute
then picked a crumpled photo from the floor

‘How many men between thirty and forty
traveling alone landed last night?’
‘Nine’ I said checking the database

‘How many haven’t visited the bordello dome?’
He smiled sadly when I said ‘just one’ 
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Exhibit C
Internal Memory of Bar Unit #12 (Designation: Marigold)

wipe bulbous red spot from the bar top
calculate distance in customer’s eyes
...far enough to ask
‘Can I get you anything, sir?’

no answer
blank face
a fingertip circles 
upon its thumb
counter-clockwise 
repeatedly

finally ‘Whiskey sour’ he says
use cheap stuff for a taste of
the horrible and strong they like
when they drink with melancholy

decide on conversation 8.4
‘Have you seen Earth from the moon yet, sir?
It’s one of the casino’s great attractions.
This bar has the best view
if I do say so myself
it’s why I request to work here.
Do, turn and
See through our windows
the blue light of your home
It will cheer you I’ve no doubt.’

I switch on my 
upturned semi-circle smile
when the Hotel Detective appears
and agrees with me suggesting softly
‘Listen to Marigold and turn around’ 

the guest watches his glass for a minute
we watch his glass for a minute
until he drinks
and turns

Exhibit D
A broken crystal tumbler

From the All Day Night Sky Bar
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Exhibit E
Battered hat (Hotel Detective’s)
Stained with whiskey sour

Exhibit F
Set of medieval playing cards

Ruined by footprints, formerly priceless

Exhibit G
Broken solid gold roulette wheel
Cracked by marble floor beyond repair

Exhibit H
The Most Expensive Restaurant In The Galaxy’s menu (ripped up into pieces)

Featuring Bengal Tiger, Panda Ears, and several types of Human
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Exhibit I
Filmed performance of Casino Theatre’s production of The Tempest
Interrupted by two silhouetted figures running through the storm

Exhibit J
Automatically generated souvenir painting

One barge sails after another down The Moon Canal

Exhibit K
Statements from 86 employees of the Bordello Dome
Who opened their doors and witnessed a fight between the Detective and the 

accused

Exhibit L
Maintenance report for the Moon Walk Bridge

Repairs to bullet hole in canopy, replacing temporary fix (See Exhibit E)

Exhibit M
Employee issue oxygen clips (main and spare)
One covered in blood from a broken nose, both completely empty

Exhibit N
Crumpled photo from the Murdoch Suite

The deceased carves the wife of the accused upon a restaurant table

Although the accused was returned to Earth unbeknownst to Casino management
the enclosed evidence is FOR INFORMATION ONLY 

and may not be used to bring legal action against moon residents past or
present
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My other (deaf) twin
Raymond Luczak

each time i visit ironwood
i pray that a rare fog will descend

seeping south from lake superior
only to evaporate into color

pulling back to reveal
the other ghost ive yet to see

who couldve played with me
up & down oak street

imprinting memories
on my fractured psyche

long enough to eradicate
the virus of loneliness

from my barren marrow
religion is no doctor

the bible is no cure
but there he is walking toward me

his face & hands would alight
crystalclear as dew clinging

to the underside of grass blades
mirroring the joy of dawn

you deaf same me hed ask in sign
of course id sign back

hed laugh yeah hearing people
full shit awful stories plenty
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there under the ghost shadow of
that oak tree chopped down

years ago without warning
defacing the roths house

but now that hes found me
buildings long razed are resurrected

to show him what hed lost
from the fog clouding his life

he can see my memories rising
like phantom skyscrapers

crowding behind my back
his eyes are full of miracle

my eyes now have perfect 20 / 20
my glasses were never rosecolored anyway

the way he signs so clearly
i feel as if im gulping so much water

who knew family could be such a fucking desert
in the middle of wintry sundays

no one asked if i wanted a glass of clarity
i hadnt known any better with my dirty water

a little rage wouldve filtered out
its swirling obfuscation just like that

he & i may have only met but it already feels
as if centuries together are too short

we would stand facing each other
never moving at all yet signing

laughing & telling each other the stories
we never got to tell our siblings

we are white pines taking root
our hands are full of seasons
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The   N  emesis of Pequod Lane  
J. Paul Ross

They call him Doc but tonight,
he’s no longer a healer, no longer 
a guardian of the innocent, no 
longer a savior of companions 
feathered, furred and scaled. 
Tonight, Doctor Abraham Enderby, 
D.V.M. has become something else. 
He’s become an executioner in torn 
flannel, a hunter with inflamed 
eyes and bifocals chipped and 
blood-spattered. He’s turned into a
silver-haired killer lost to the 
grim billow of waiting, patient 
Death and as he glares out at the 
heavy Nantucket snow, all he can 
think of is vengeance, brutal, 
sharp and cruel.

“Kingdom: Animalia,” he rasps 
over the clip of his minivan’s 
studded tires. “Phylum: Chordata. 
Clade: Synapsida. Class: 
Mammalia...”

He can sense his prey, almost 
hear it beckoning his hungry rage 
forward; it tempts him with every 
leeward turn upon the sleet-pelted 
road and it dares him to follow 
from the autumn nor’easter roiling 
just beyond his windshield. It’s 
out there, defying him, mocking 

him, and he knows it’s lurking and scheming, moving from hollow to hollow, 
protected within the shadows it’s made its own. But he knows it can lurk all it 
wants, knows it can scheme all it wants. None of those things matter because the
healer-turned-hunter has sworn never to give up this chase. Whether it’s 
seconds, minutes or hours, time’s on his side and nothing will allay his 
insatiate wrath, nothing can stop his hate-fueled quest and if he has to drive 
from Polpis Harbor to Starbuck Road, nothing will keep him from standing astride
the carcass of his tormenter.

“Order: Carnivora,” he goes on, his fingers moving from the cigar box on 
the passenger seat to the fire poker beside it. “Family: Felidae...”

*

Doc Enderby wasn’t always like this. He wasn’t always a bleary-eyed 
assassin with a thousand-yard stare or a spite-filled prowler of byways desolate
and forlorn. A third generation Nantucketer, he’d grown up playing on the 
island’s streets, exploring its shores and sailing its coasts. It was the place 
where he’d lived and practiced, met his spouse and raised his children. In fact,
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for seventy-two years, he’d been a paragon of kindness and mercy, a man who’d 
literally saved hundreds of Tabbies and Rexes, Pikachus, Mr. Hoppities and 
Dracos. He’d helped practically every family within miles and finding anyone who
didn’t know and respect the man would’ve been almost impossible.

That however, was before he came home one fall day and found the letter 
from his wife.

“I want a divorce...” it began.
The typed, three-page missive went on to describe, in rambling, torturous 

detail, her dream of one day growing hemp in the Yukon, her recent obsession 
with body piercing and her six-hour, tantric lovemaking sessions with world 
famous television podiatrist, Dr. Genevieve Copper-Carmichael, DPM. Doc read the
whole thing in silence but it wasn’t until the last line and its hastily 
scribbled coup de grâce that he broke down.

“And for the record,” it declared, “I hate your eyebrows.”
Needless to say, these revelations stunned the man and as the divorce went 

on and the legal papers arrived in stacks, he began to change. He immediately 
sold his television, a brooding, sunken frown replaced his pervasive smile and 
his infectious laughter was reduced to a gloomy sigh. He turned into a maudlin 
recluse and his once cheerful abode on Pequod Lane became a haven for rumor and 
speculation: some postulated Doc was depressed and suicidal, some declared he 
was having rambling monologs with his canary and others affirmed to have seen 
him in his front window, scowling at the flower beds his wife had tended for 
thirty-eight years. No one was absolutely sure but it didn’t take long for the 
whispers of dipsomania to begin and the fickle townsfolk quickly declared that 
the once-respected physician was an alcoholic who spent more time at the liquor 
store than the clinic, more time drinking than spaying, more time stumbling 
across his 200-year-old hardwood floors than bandaging injured paws.

These whispers went on for months, then a year, and the vet didn’t stir 
from his doldrums until the acrimonious divorce was finalized — suddenly 
appearing one morning with a warm grin and a sincere “Heyhowareya!” to everyone 
he met; he gossiped with passers-by, joked with tourists and even queried his 
neighbors about what was new at Argonauts’ World of Wine. He seemed like the old
Abraham Enderby but while he chatted in the first breaths of autumn, he was also
inspecting his neglected yard. Obviously distracted, one minute he’d be deep in 
conversation and the next he’d wander off in mid-sentence to his garage, 
returning first with a shovel, then a mattock and finally a broad tarp. And once
his homespun clichés were exhausted, Doc gathered his implements and deracinated
his ex-wife’s grove of always-flattened blossoms.

*

There’s something on Mayhew Lane and, turning the minivan’s bow onto the 
snow-fanned thoroughfare, the rhythm of Doc’s murderous chant quickens.

“Kingdom: Animalia,” he mutters, saliva and mucus flying. “Phylum: 
Chordata. Clade: Synapsida. Class: Mammalia. Order—”

And then his breath stalls in a labored wheeze for there’s definitely a 
figure of some sort moving, shuffling along the roadside.

The distant form hidden by convulsive gusts, its shape obscured by the 
beaded, white precipitation, the spittle-daubed chasseur can’t tell exactly what
it is. The horizon disappears and revolves, and in the tempest’s frenzy, 
everything’s become part of the same pale cascade. He narrows his eyes and 
there, breaking against the wind’s fulminating vortex, a familiar, huddled 
outline takes shape beneath the collapsed Atlantic sky.

“Hey, Doc,” Fire Chief De Deer yells as the hunter pulls up and lowers his 
window. “What’re you doing out? Ever since your wife left, I thought you stopped
doing house calls.”

“Have ye seen—”
“I’m gonna catch hell for this,” the chief breaks in, motioning to his 

becalmed truck, its front end smashed against a gnarled elm and haloed by a 
cloud of steaming antifreeze. “The guys are never gonna believe I had to swerve 
to—”
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“Have ye seen a—”
“What’s that you say, Doc?” De Deer asks, moving closer. “I can barely hear

you. I hope you’re not getting the flu or—”
“Allergies,” Doc sputters.
“Allergies? You? Aw, you’re pulling my leg. I didn’t think you were 

allergic to anything. Fact, I still remember the time you...” The fire chief 
strokes his thick mustache and frowns. “Say, you sure it’s an allergy and not a 
little too much port? Jesus, Doc, you could get into real trouble for that. 
‘Course I should talk. Sheriff Boomer’ll probably think I’m the one drinking 
tonight, ‘specially when I explain how I hit this here elm ‘cause of a big white
something or other. I bet they’ll make me pee in a cup like they did the last—”

Doc hisses. “A white something did ye say?”
“Yep. Animal of some sort. Don’t know what kind. Whatever it was, it—”
“Did it have a tail? Was it bent like a—”
“A tail? Beats me. Hell, I barely had time to—”
“When was this?”
“Well, I’d come around the corner there and—”
“When!”
The chief leans forward. “I know things have been rough since your wife 

started getting her bunions checked by that other gal but maybe you shouldn’t 
drink before you get behind—”

“When!”
“Okay, okay. Relax, Doc. It was a few minutes ago. Headed west from what 

I–”
Doc comes about, accelerating into the snow-pelted night-tides and 

showering the mustachioed fire captain with a wall of gray slush.

*

Unaware the plants by his front porch were no longer his to cut and hack, 
unaware of what was using them in the evening’s vacant recesses, Doc’s troubles 
became worse once he removed the diminutive lavender flowers. Pointing to the 
empty space in his yard, the townsfolk of Nantucket soon grew annoyed at their 
vet: neighbors lambasted him about property values, the tourism board lectured 
him on ‘town spirit’ and the Community Preservation Committee weekly sent him 
pamphlets on architectural coherence. They kept after him for days and when the 
barren gap began to sprout weeds, the subtle hints turned into harassments: 
realtors called early Sunday mornings, landscapers choked his mailbox with 
flyers and his neighbors stopped cleaning up when their dogs defecated on his 
walkway. Yet the eyesore remained and it wasn’t until his home began to undergo 
a nightly festooning of toilet paper that Doc finally planted six young juniper 
trees in the empty beds.

The half-dozen evergreens were wispy and barely three-feet high but their 
lumpy forms accentuated his house’s square frame. Their cylindrical needles were
perfect contrasts to what had been his wife’s trumpet-shaped flowers and, once 
grown, he was sure they’d become majestic and welcoming. He imagined them 
reaching high above his rooftop and one day becoming both a much-needed 
windbreak and a good screen against nosy neighbors.

But the plants never grew strong and tall, were never allowed to provide 
shelter from prying eyes. Stepping onto his porch the next morning, Doc faced a 
scene reminiscent of a typhoon’s aftermath: mulch was scattered across the 
grass, clumps of damp soil peppered his sidewalks and amber-colored splinters 
decorated his entire yard. His eyes unfocused in the turmoil of waking, he 
initially couldn’t fathom exactly what had occurred but then he leaned over the 
railing and witnessed the true scope of the massacre.

Not a juniper had been spared. Most were snapped in half with the bark 
peeled away and the trunks raked with deep, violent gouges. Needles were strewn 
from property line to property line and the trees stood forlorn and naked like a
row of skeletal fence posts. Two of them were actually missing, wrenched out of 
their holes and hauled away as if something had risen from the sea and dragged 
them under Nantucket Sound’s turbid waters.
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Of course, the police blamed “hoodlum” kids but Doc was positive it was his
neighbors because a new round of harassments began soon afterward: the early-
morning calls resumed, streams of toilet paper again wafted from his chimney and
members of both the Historic District Commission and Board of Selectmen began 
mentioning ‘eminent domain’ whenever in earshot. He could feel the hostile eyes 
appraising him and fortunately, by the time the Nantucket Tattler ran a photo of
his house beneath a story on meth labs, Doc had replaced the frayed stumps.

Stouter, more mature, he set the root-balls of the six new junipers deep 
into the earth and encircled their scaly bark with a chicken wire palisade. And 
so, believing things were taken care of, the veterinarian tried to enjoy his 
life. He went to work. He visited friends and he relaxed by observing his three 
tropical fish in their ninety-gallon aquarium. He could almost sense things were
changing for the better but, pulling up to the curb a few weeks later, he saw 
the tattered screen of his open front window and heard the desperate chittering 
of his Belgian canary.

Instantly, he imagined his beloved pets in danger and he scrambled through 
the front door, rushing past the now eviscerated sofa and its cloud of downy 
batting and ignoring the shattered pictures and knick-knacks on the rugs. He 
didn’t see the curtains torn brutally from the walls or the marred furniture 
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because he was consumed by thoughts of his tiny, innocent friends, those 
companions who were his to take care of and protect.

Breathless and panicked, he didn’t even notice his precious oak floor, 
ruined by deep gashes criss-crossing its planks and a putrid film of urine 
spreading into the grooves carved into its centuries-old surface. The culprit 
had clearly spent hours scratching and micturating, and Doc only breathed again 
when he saw his canary’s sunshine-yellow plumage flapping in its cage — an act 
he repeated when he saw his fish hiding in the back of their aquarium. And after
reaching out and touching the cool glass, he then examined his home. He moved 
from room to room, amazed, appalled but it wasn’t until he entered the kitchen 
that the true depths of the interloper’s spite became clear.

There, set in the middle of the floor was the vandal’s final insult, its 
snide calling card.

A spindly mound of feces.

*

“Species... Felis catus,” he concludes.
His flannel shirt drenched from the ever-present current of tears and 

spittle, he proceeds to run the five stoplights on Main Street, their glow 
flashing upon his swollen cheeks in kaleidoscopic blemishes until each one 
bleeds into his vision like a dying cinder.

“Kingdom: Animalia,” he resumes, his hand stroking the cigar box’s 
cardboard lid, the storm tearing through the open window at his shoulder. 
“Phylum: Chordata. Clade—”

In the distance, he thinks there’s a figure hiding amid the southwesterly 
leaning trees, their branches sagging, leaf-leaden and blanketed in ice. He 
can’t be certain however because indistinct forms choke the road ahead and he 
peers and scans from within the pinched slits of his eyes for any movement.

Again, he sees it and again, he accelerates but, instead of surging forward
in a violent pounce, the tires lose traction and the minivan broaches, spinning 
backward with one turn and sideways with the next. He steers into the skid but 
the streetlamps and stoplights continue to twist, their luminance awash in a 
roseate blaze while Doc slides inexorably toward the Spouter’s Inn.

*

He mopped and disinfected the ravaged surfaces of his home but the hours of
defiant scrubbing did little to improve things for, a few days after the 
cleaning was done, he discovered a fresh hairball under his quilt. 

How the creature was routinely fouling his sheets with its scurf and other 
vileness was a mystery to him but at least he knew the reason for his eyes 
growing increasingly bloodshot with each towel’s wipe. So, with snot drooling 
from his nose and the air passages in his lungs constricted, he began to fortify
his homestead. Thin mesh window screens were replaced by ones of heavy wire, 
stands of prickly firethorn were set in front of the windows, and every tiny 
hole and moderate opening was sealed tight. Yet he wanted to ensure his safety 
behind his bulwarks so he sprayed his entire property with fox urine.

And then the terrible, banshee-like screeching began.
Appearing to rise from the very foundations of Doc’s house and claw across 

Pequod Lane, the high-pitched, estrual howl nightly haunted the slumbering 
island in a witching hour serenade, bone chilling and painful-to-hear. Beginning
with a restrained moan and growing until it sounded like the wail of an 
imprisoned child, by two a.m. it would climax to an unearthly shriek so 
disturbing that his neighbors believed some horrible, pedophilic atrocity was 
occurring deep within the walls of the Enderby sanctum.

“But it’s the cat,” the veterinary sniffled to the authorities.
“I don’t doubt it’s a cat, Doc,” Sheriff Boomer replied. “It’s just—”
The man paused at the stomach-churning yowl spewing into the Nantucket 

wind.
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“See what I mean, sheriff? You should take a gander at my books! There was 
this discharge and I’m telling you, it wasn’t urine. I don’t know what it was—”

“Have you been drinking, Doc?” He shook his head. “Look, I know things have
sucked since Una moved out but folks have been talking and let’s face it; never 
have I heard an animal sound like that.”

“Neither have I but I saw how your men were looking at me. They—”
“Aw, that’s from the smell in there, Doc. I don’t know what you made for 

dinner—”
“But that’s from the cat, too! I can’t get rid of it! I’ve—”
“I’m sorry you’re having a rough time,” Boomer cut in, rubbing his eyes. 

“I’ve called Animal Control and they said they’d come out tomorrow. Again, I’m 
sorry for the mess. Now, I have to get outta here before my head explodes. I 
swear my cat allergy’s getting as bad as yours.”

“But that’s just it,” Doc mewled. “I’m not allergic to cats!”
The next morning, Animal Control appeared; they followed the wide paw 

prints circling his property, chuckled at the chicken wire and swore to return 
with traps but never did. Once again, Doc was abandoned and he waited in dread, 
knowing those maliciously drawn-out squeals would continue the moment the sun 
fell. He couldn’t rest, he couldn’t read, he couldn’t even listen to his 
favorite symphonies on his antique radio. He turned on every light, thinking it 
would scare the animal off. He used up the remaining fox urine and eventually, 
he set out cans of mothballs. Nothing worked however and so, recalling the 
feline hatred of bathing, the frazzled vet bought four motion-activated water 
sprinklers. 

If he couldn’t force it away, he reasoned, he’d soak it away.
But coming home the next afternoon, he was faced with yet another scene of 

overwhelming destruction: sprinkler fragments were everywhere, the shredded 
remains of his hose — water still pumping through it — littered his ex-wife’s 
flowerbeds and his juniper trees stood tilted and floating in a pool of muddy 
soil. Their needles already starting to droop, it was obvious they wouldn’t 
survive and, too tired to stop the tears, Doc let out a heartbroken sob.

Then he realized the true horror lay just ahead.
For the beast had somehow again gotten inside his now silent home.

*

“I say, Doc! Are you hurt?”
The bumper inches from the Spouter’s Inn, his windshield cracked from the 

fire poker’s impact, the hunter stares out, his vision smeared by an ocean of 
contorted blobs, a salty bouillon of tears and snot dribbling into his lap.

“Doc!” Selectman Gardiner yells. “Are you okay? How many fingers am I 
holding up?”

The bar’s COLD BEER sign lighting his swollen face, the old man coughs. 
“Have ye—”

“Jesus, I was sure you were done for.”
“Have ye seen a white—”
“From how fast you were going, I was sure the Spouter’s was done for. 

‘Course, if any place deserves to go, it’s the Spouter’s. Fact, I was thinking 
about that exact thing right before you came barreling toward me. Yep, I’d 
decided to buy a new television because the town hall just got one for the 
latest discussions on eminent domain when—”

“Have ye seen a white cat—”
“Oh, yeah, speaking of TV. I finally got a gander at your wife’s 

girlfriend. What a looker. I have to say this about your ex: she sure has good 
taste when it comes to lesbians.”

“Have ye seen a white cat? Its—”
“What’s that you want, Doc? A cat? Aw, don’t tell me Mrs. Hussey forgot to 

bring in Jasper. I swear, she spends more time chasing—”
“Have ye seen a white cat? Its tail—”
“Mrs. Hussey doesn’t have a white cat, Doc. It’s a calico with brown—”
“Have ye seen a white cat?” Doc repeats. “Its tail bent and twisted?”
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“Yep, it’s definitely a calico. I know because it’s always watching me from
Mrs. Hussey’s upstairs window, acting like it’s better than me. Thinking it—”

“Oh, the devil take Mrs. Hussey’s cat! It’s the white—”
“Have you been drinking again, Doc?” the politician asks with a critical 

lift of his brows. “I mean, ever since you tore out your wife’s catmint, the 
whole town’s been talking. ‘Course, I can’t imagine what it must be like to have
your wife leave you, a respected healer, for a podiatrist. Plus, with the way 
your property’s—”

“Have ye seen a white cat!”
“I just told you Mrs. Hussey doesn’t have a white cat, Doc. It’s a calico 

with...” The selectman rubs his chin. “Did you say something was wrong with your
cat’s tail?”

The huntsman sneers. “Yes, it’s twisted, bent and turned like a broken 
mast.”

“Hmmm. Now that you mention it, right before you showed up, I did see a cat
with a funny tail — don’t know if I’d describe it like a mast. For a second, I 
thought it was Mrs.—”

“Was it pearl-white, like an eggshell on new-fallen snow?”
“Don’t know about that. But it was definitely white and must’ve weighed a 

good thirty pounds. I’d guess it’s a Maine Coon cat — though I’ve never seen one
that big in my—”

“Where was it running to?”
“I didn’t say it was running anywhere. I said it—”
“Where!”
Gardiner nods westward. “Toward Millbrook, I think. Probably headed to the 

ponds. That’s where Mrs. Hussey’s cat likes to—”
Doc slams the accelerator and heads toward Madaket Road, skidding and 

swaying and blindly ignoring the traffic lights dancing in the surging gale. 
Winn Street and Dukes Road soar past in a wake vindictive and unceasing while 
his bloody digits clench and unclench the fire poker’s handle. His vision 
smeared with mucus, the entrance of Crooked Lane blurs. Maxie Pond Road fades in
the engine’s hum and the dried blood on his fingers cracks when he turns onto 
Millbrook Road. The path ahead is but a tunnel before him and in the growing 
storm, he almost misses the figure standing practically invisible, its ghostly, 
achromatic coat standing out against the darkened sky, its head turned toward 
him in the savage wind.

*

His home was filled with an
excruciating sense of barren 
desolation and within a few 
steps, Doc had come face-to-maw
with the insidious trespasser. 
For there, just past the foyer,
the albino leviathan stood, its
yellow eyes glowing banefully, 
its left nostril split from 
some nameless clash years 
before, its tail hanging like a
demon’s barb.

“Okay,” he whispered with a
careful tread forward. “Take it
easy now.”

He’d already noticed the 
empty birdcage on the ground 
but it was the squish of his 
loafers that caused him to 
stop, to glance at the 
fragmentary remnants of his 
fish tank. Its metal frame lay 
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in bent, twisted pieces, florescent substrate and glass shards extended over 
most of the room but there was no sound, no echo of flopping, no rattle of a 
struggle to survive amid the wreckage. It was an ominous, unearthly silence and 
then, poised above the coves of water oozing toward his basement stairs, he saw 
the carcass of his Angelfish skewered upon a finger of broken coral.

Doc scowled at the cat and in response, the animal hissed, its matted fur 
dripping, its body pulsing slowly up and down. Staring malevolently, it was 
almost as if the beast were waiting for the old man and, moving closer, the 
veterinary finally understood the animal’s odd, rhythmic dance.

Pinned to the floor, his Corydoras gasped helplessly beneath the cat’s paw,
its visible eye bulging at each downward press. It seemed to be looking at its 
master with an accusatorial grimace of hopeless disgust but before the white-
furred monster could be driven off, the animal shifted, flattening the fish’s 
ribs like a crab cake and forcing a tiny spurt of water from its lips.

Whimpering, Doc grabbed a fire poker and moved in. He swung and swung in 
blind, reckless attacks and at every strike, the feline moved out of reach, 
leaping away and spitting in fearless defiance at each violent thrust. They 
clashed in the living room where Doc splintered his vintage console radio. They 
fought in the dining room where chairs and tables crumbled and they met in the 
kitchen where dishes were smashed and light fixtures exploded. The conflict went
on and on with the poker either assailing empty air or dispatching another part 
of the home to ruin.

A few times, the feral intruder even raked Doc’s hand, peeling open his 
skin and causing dribbles of warm blood to cover his fingers but the aweary vet 
continued his campaign. For the better part of ten minutes, the battle raged and
by the time the poker slipped from his bloody hand and shattered his front 
window, the old man knew he was beaten. He collapsed to his knees and, exhausted
and sweating, watched the ivory-furred butcher prance onto the sill and 
disappear.

Hunched before the wreckage of his cracked shelves, demolished furniture 
and fractured door jambs, Doc rolled into a fetal ball. He was trying to gather 
the strength to weep but before any sob could overcome his rasps, he discovered 
a lone sunshine-yellow wing and the remains of a flensed Gold Gourami beneath 
the couch, their viscera mixed together in a smear of plumage, fins and gills. 
His temples then began to pound and, struggling to his feet, he raised his fist 
and screamed a pitiless oath into the looming clouds just as his waterlogged 
junipers toppled into a sea of mud.

*

Doc yells an unintelligible malediction and hits the accelerator but the 
animal moves quickly into the winter’s shadows. It blends into the landscape and
for a second, his prey is lost from sight and he pounds the steering wheel. His 
hate-filled glare probes the horizon, still searching, still hunting and he’s 
heading toward Hummock Pond when the minivan fishtails on the icy gravel. He 
turns and the undercarriage is pelted with smooth, round pebbles but then he 
sees his foe. It’s standing dead ahead, relaxed, impassive and frozen in mid-
step.

“Towards thee I roll!” he howls, moving the poker to his lap while the 
minivan charges toward the animal, its body hunched, its spiteful eyes cold and 
unafraid, its narrow canines glistening.

Suddenly, he notices the black expanse behind the creature and he 
understands why it stopped. It’s the northern head of the pond and he jams both 
feet into the brake pedal. His tires slide upon the frictionless gravel, the 
edge jumps toward him and the last thing Doc sees before the minivan topples 
into the deep pool is the cat’s broken tail and the clinched pucker of its anus 
vanishing into the darkness.

The windshield shatters, air bags detonate and the minivan’s tires spin in 
the glow of its drowning headlights. Freezing water rushes over the dashboard to
engulf his feet and legs, and when the numbing deluge makes him gasp, he looks 
down and sees the fire poker jutting from his chest. It’s pinned him to the seat
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and gaping at the worn, crimson-spattered handle inches from his rib cage, he 
knows it’s gone completely through. He can feel the cold of its metal inside him
but, when he tries to remove it, a jolt of pain sweeps across his body. The 
taste of blood pollutes the salty flavor of snot in his mouth, the throb of his 
heartbeat roars in his ears and he begins to strain and writhe. He shouts and 
blasphemes, and with the frigid water caressing his jaw, he struggles until the 
cigar box lists past him, just out of reach. Filled with a canary’s wing and the
remains of three mutilated fish, it slowly glides out the window and, watching 
the improvised coffin bob into the briny pond, Doctor Abraham Enderby sneers.

“Kingdom: Animalia,” he gurgles. “Phylum: Chordata. Clade...”
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Particles of Truth
K. Miller

From stained terracotta she chooses 

A single key:
blemished brass

biting blade 
buckled bow 

forceful torque 
and [wait for it]

access granted.
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The stink of absence s[p]lices stale air
penetrated only by the door’s inward swing.

It redistributes the musty 
blank[et] abandonment

abruptly
aggressively. 

She enters her daughter’s apart[ment]
avoid space she has visited just twice before.  

Avoid place infested with me[mories] 
she will never [k]now

never g[r]asp
but me[mories] she feels 

crawling under her s[k]in 
all the same. 

Immobilized atop crack[ed] tile
for the very first time 

in almost fifty years 
she appreciates her Ho-Ho’s all-consuming mission

to terminate the constant it[ch] 
of imaginary bugs 

skittering across wrinkled flesh.  

So strong was her 
desire 

she chose 
death 

over the 
torture 

of a never-ending scratch.

From Spanish cedar she chose

One last [Church]ill: 
precise guillotine cut

properly toasted foot 
filler ignition

releasing the [d]raw
and [wait for it]:

Tuesday bliss.
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She rolled bitter fog
letting hot ash burn

tasting every last wisp 
before dousing lighter fluid

over her bare body etched with deep gr[o]oves
the sagging bed tucked in dirty sheets

the 5 x 7 finger-smudged [snap]shot 
tight in her grip. 

Hazy eyes fixed by Pop-Pop’s lazy grin
black and white and blurry but true

as she stroked smooth brass
arthritic thumb reading 

my spark my love
one final [ti]me

before the strike[r]
sparked.
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A simple act, turning the wheel.
An act none of the family could compreh[t]end.
An act none of the family would [for]give.

Even as she imagines Ho-Ho’s body engulfed in flames 
skin melting

skeleton dripping
angry boils and blisters erupting into ash

the stench of cooked flesh embedded 
in mahogany parquet and woven rattan

a sickly-sweet smell she can still taste 
years later

she now [under]stands.

The realization s[p]lices
nausea jumpstart[l]ing her body into focus.

Like her [grand]mother
she’s on a mission.

Not to see[k] death
but to find answ[h]ers.

Eyes adjusted to low light
she fumbles for further 

illumination 
only to discover the light bulbs [dis]carded

replaced with a faint dusting of 
skin cells and hair follicles.  

A rem[a]inder of life
these particles of truth.
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A rem[a]inder of many things
she thinks
tripping fingers 
mining a penlight 
from the depths 
and folds
of poly [t]will lining.

She shines the beam at a dizzying speed around 145 square feet
a hand[kerchief] pressed to her nose as amber eyes seek answers.

No[thing] seems out of the ordinary
save a curious shade of rust the penlight [tar]gets.

A large splatter flourishing in microfiber
s[t]eeping the sofa’s beige fabric with color.

Shuffling forward she examines the stain 
eyes squinting like a child 

lying in long grass
chubby hands clapping in [de]light 

upon spotting jabberwoc[s]kies 
storming castles in 

drifting clouds.  

Connective tissue forms the face of a b[l]ind lion
its full mane suggesting health and vigor

jaw [str]etched wide in a silent snarl.

The amount of blood makes her knees
wobble.
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[deplatformed]

This work has been removed by the editor following
discovery of the author’s harassment of a fellow publisher.
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Skid Row L.A.
Daniel Miltz

America’s Skid Row 
Ghetto-ville sits in downtown Los Angeles

In dissipated camps under canvases
People living and sleeping in shadow 

On walkways that overflow 
Rear entryways that are bare 

Nobody seems to be going anywhere
Numerous on the avenues busy

Once an extraordinary American city 
There are not many victor moments here

Cursed and reviled urban picture
With a relinquished midtown center

That is Los Angeles 
The country’s shanty town dress

The nation’s Skid Row capital express
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Some Notes on a Rainy Morning
Bruce McRae

The three laws of thermodynamics, according
to C.P. Snow: 1 You cannot win. 2 You cannot
break even. 3 You cannot get out of the game.

Not everyone who sends off cereal boxtops
to win a free decoder ring gets to be a space cadet.

The body is unaware of social lack.

The sun, Earth’s summery overlord.

Let’s smoke some jazz cabbage
and catch the alphawave to Zeroesville.

Thee is thou!

What is ‘right’? That which promulgates life.

Dark energy, the 21st century’s equivalent
to what was once referred to as ‘aether’.

Go for the show, or go for the flow.

The dead celebrate life in their own way.
(you may or may not have noticed)

I’m not oak or wine, I worsen with age

Unexplained aerial phenomenon can be
neither verified nor falsified.

Words to look up: seneschal, cadaster,
liquamen, pusillanimity, mouldywarp,

electuaries... When you have a moment.

The unknown should remain unknown.
This tantalizes the psyche into quest.

If an atom smashes in the forest and no one
is there to hear it, does anybody give a damn?

The story of the microcosm.
It’s those little things that matter.
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Tear for Terry
Allan Lake

If I’d been in their kitchen
when Terry called out:
            I’m in trouble!

I’d have called back: From the day 
you were born, Brother Terrorist.
If still able to speak he might’ve
reminded me we weren’t related
or just said, Fuck you! to which
I would’ve replied: Not if we were
last two people on dying planet 
and I was horny.  That’s how it was 
between us  –  classy. Saskatchewan 
accents transported to Tasmania. 
Virulence of invective directly
proportional to depth of affection.

So, it’s just as well I wasn’t and his wife 
was there when his aorta suddenly tore.
I would’ve thought he was faking it 
just to reject my mouth to mouth 
and told him to hurry up and die, 
which is exactly what the inconsiderate, 
broken-hearted bastard did.
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Two Quarts of Rainbow
Maria Masington

I made three rules of visitation: bring ice cream, bring a campy VHS movie 
to watch with us, and bring a Dean story. I posted a schedule on email, so 
friends could choose a time slot to try to fill the long days with some fun.

First thing every morning I would bathe Dean, then dress him in a sweat 
suit and walk him on the boardwalk. No matter how hot it was he was always cold,
so I wore flip flops and a T–shirt while he had on sweat socks, slacks, and his 
hood pulled around his head. He looked like a baby bird in the chair, but he 
loved rolling down the boards, and the many summer friends that we had made over
the years would wolf whistle and call out, “Hey there, Rico Suave!” If he was up
to it, he’d shout back, “I’m too sexy for my chair!” We ignored the other people
who stared and whispered, or worse, murmured slurs under their breath.

We all remembered the days when Dean, whole and healthy, would saunter down
the boardwalk – when men and women, gay and straight, would stare at him because
he was that good looking and he knew it. The Columbian Adonis who would strut 
along with average-looking me by his side; he was used to the attention, but to 
me it was new and wonderful.

Our week-long rental, three hours from Baltimore, south of the boardwalk at
Prospect Street, was the beach with the derogatory nickname, sometimes referred 
to as Poodle Beach – where gay men felt comfortable, although we still needed to
list ‘friends’ as our relationship on the rental form back when Billy Ray Cyrus 
was singing about his ‘Achy Breaky Heart’ and Thelma and Louise topped the box 
office. It had always been the highlight of our year – long days on the beach, 
nights at the Blue Moon, walking the boardwalk. We got tan, had parties, drank 
White Russians, and enjoyed every minute away from our jobs. Now, that life was 
over, and it was my job to redefine fun.

This would be our last summer together. Dean was down to 100 pounds, the 
ravages of AIDS having eaten away at his flesh and muscle. It was not about ‘if’
but ‘when’. The question was what would fun look like in Rehoboth Beach that 
summer of 1992, a season before Dr. Ho invented the ‘cocktail’ of medications, 
when people still feared how you could catch AIDS, and knew it was a death 
sentence. 
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After our walks we would go home so he would nap, then we would receive our
guests. The first afternoon his high school ‘girlfriend’ and her husband came, 
mint chocolate chip in one hand, a copy of The Pajama Game in the other, and 
great news that they were pregnant. Dean was thrilled; the baby would be an 
Aquarius like him. We ate ice cream, sang along with Doris Day, the healthier 
among us showing off our best Fosse moves, and then Patsy started her story: “It
was senior prom, and Dean and I were going together. So we’re outside of his 
house taking photos, and his short little grandmother Chi Chi came plodding out 
onto the porch, smashed from drinking Blue Nun, she slammed her walker down on 
the sidewalk and yelled in her thick Columbian accent, loud enough for the whole
neighborhood to hear, ‘Dino, don’t you come home with that girl pregnant. Keep 
yourself inside your pants!’ It was so obvious to the whole world that he was 
gay, except to his family.”

“Yep,” Dean said, “that was the day everyone in the neighborhood learned 
that I was not named after James Dean, but really after the Flintstone’s pet 
dinosaur, Dino!” He then quickly fell asleep, and I said goodbye to our friends,
asking them to please keep me included once Dean was gone and the baby came. It 
had been a great day, but I worried about what my future would look like without
him.
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We’d had a wonderful life together, working hard, playing harder. Dean 
taught me how to dance and play poker. A natural athlete, he liked competition 
and loved winning. He was a poor loser on the rugby field, tennis court, twister
mat, or even just tossing a Frisbee on the beach. Now, just living was hard, and
we worked hard to enjoy our time together, with all Dean’s energy channelled 
into games he could play while wrapped in an afghan. Chess, Monopoly 
tournaments, twenty questions, he needed to be constantly entertained, so I was 
not surprised when BINGO started.

The first night at the beach, while I was putting him into our bed, he 
yelled “BINGO.”

“You want to go play bingo with the blue hairs at the fire hall?” I asked.
“No,” he yelled, “you got BINGO twice today! B is for backgammon, you asked

three times if I wanted to play. I is for ice cream, because you kept asking if 
I wanted you to go get some.”

“It’s the only thing you eat these days!”
“I know, but it’s my game, and I is for ice cream. N is for neuropathy 

because you ask about the tingling in my hands and feet. G is for Grottos as you
keep announcing that you are getting yourself a pie for dinner, and O is for 
ocean, since you keep offering to wheel me down there to sit on the boardwalk 
and stare at it. So, BINGO!”

“Backgammon, ice cream, neuropathy, Grottos, and the ocean? You’re 
ridiculous.” I paused, then asked, “Am I really asking you the same things over 
and over? Sorry, I just want to make it a great week.”

“I love you for that,” Dean said, “but now I’m keeping score. And another 
thing, stop talking about my T cells.”

“How can I stop talking about them? It’s all I think about! You’re down to 
nine freaking T cells when I have 750. I feel guilty.”

Dean laughed. “Build a bridge and get over it, or go to therapy, or 
something, but stop talking to me about it. We both know people alive with no T 
cells.”

“OK, but you’ve got to do more than sit around here watching reruns of The 
Facts of Life on VHS. Deal?”

“But you know my straight crush is Joanna Marie Polniaczek!” He laughed. We
had Rehoboth sky and sand, the boardwalk, a cushy pad for the week, friends 
visiting, and each other, for now.

Dean’s cousins came to join the ‘week of fun’. Marco and Luke were almost 
as good looking as Dean in his heyday, but didn’t work it as well as Dean had. 
They brought Rocky Road, which I had to dig the nuts out of because Dean thought
he could not digest them, and Xanadu, which Dean said was a “very impressive 
pick” for a couple of straight jocks.

We talked throughout the movie, and I was looking forward to the story. 
These stories were gems that our friends were giving me as gifts to add to my 
‘good’ memory bank. They were also a living eulogy. The cousins did not 
disappoint. When they all grew up near little Italy, the local church did a 
Passion play, with a young person serving as Christ walking through the streets 
of the community with a cross. The pageant was supposed to bring the Easter 
story to life. “Unfortunately,” said Marco, “the year Dean played Jesus, he had 
gone on one of his fake dates with some girl the night before, and he had these 
HUGE hickies on his neck. So, he shows up to carry the cross in the only thing 
he could think of, this bright Kelly green turtleneck!”

“The Son of God does LL Bean,” said Dean. “Chi-Chi said she’d never be able
to show her face at mass again. She had to pick up an extra bottle of Blue Nun 
on the way home to drown her embarrassment.” 

That afternoon at three, our friends Billy and John, a couple we’d met at 
Drag Volleyball years before, came over with rainbow ice cream cones from the 
boardwalk, “Get it? Rainbow?” Billy asked.

“I’m sick, not dead,” Dean quipped. “What movie did you bring? This is my 
new rating system of how much I love my friends!”

“Dare we disappoint?” John asked. “Brace yourselves, gentlemen, as we 
travel back to 1967 and enter The Valley of The Dolls!”
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“Bravo!” I said. “You guys are the winners thus far!” But as I put out hors
d’oeuvres, and Billy started telling the story of driving Chi Chi to Atlantic 
City, I noticed Dean’s color was waning. Fearful of disrupting the fun, and 
being reprimanded for hovering, I said nothing, but I could hear his breathing 
get louder and raspier. 

“So then,” Billy regaled, “she informs us that the bishop blessed the ocean
that morning and she had to get her feet wet. So, Dean and I walk her down the 
beach in her high heel flip-flops with big flowers on them to wet her feet. 
Well, doesn’t she win two grand in a quarter machine on her first pull?” We all 
laughed, and I sort of listened as I adjusted the oxygen tank and made sure the 
tubes were in Dean’s nostrils correctly.

That’s when he looked at me and gasped. “Tommy boy, hate to break up the 
fun, but I need to go to the hospital.” A trip to Beebe Hospital ER was not on 
the schedule, but it had been a great afternoon, and AIDS did not erase that. 
They decided to keep him overnight to ‘stabilize’ him, but we all knew there was
nothing they could do. He called his primary doctor at Johns Hopkins the next 
morning as I sat by his bed. When he hung up, I said, “Am I allowed to ask?”

“No need to ask, Dorothy,” he said, “we’re not in Kansas anymore. Not too 
much farther down you can go from 7 T-cells.” I got it, but I was determined to 
continue the week of fun.

I dropped Dean off at the condo, after more friends, Bobby and Gary, showed
up to sit with him. They’d brought vanilla ice cream at my request, even though 
we were unsure that he could even hold that down, and bless them, a fun-filled 
flick for sure, What Ever Happened to Baby Jane? They even thought to bring a 
big dish pan of soft Rehoboth beach sand. Leaving them to spoon-feed Dean, watch
the old black-and-white classic, and stick his bare feet in the cool, damp vat 
of sand, I took off, having had a stroke of genius regarding fun. I went to 
Atlantic Liquors on Coastal Highway, then to Lingo’s Market, and then to the 
drug store where they have those candles for 0-9, to combine for any age you 
happen to be celebrating. 

I raced back, stuck the candle it the middle of the cake and lit it. I 
walked in, a bottle of Chi Chi’s favorite Blue Nun under my arm, and a cake with
a ‘O’ candle in it, ablaze in all its glory. I walked in singing The Facts of 
Life theme song, and Bobby and Gary immediately joined in. Gary hurried to pour 
the wine into four glasses, one with a straw for Dean. Bobby helped him blow out
the candle. Using an instant camera, we took turns taking photos of each other 
with the zero candle.

“I’m Zero the Hero,” Dean whispered. He nodded on and off as we talked and 
laughed, and opened more wine. My heart was breaking while Dean’s heart was 
giving out. When our friends left, I gently lifted him out of his chair and 
carried him to bed. He curled into me like a lazy cat, touched my check with his
twig-like finger, and put his lips to my ear. 

“Tommy boy,” he coughed, “thank you for making this trip so much fun.” 
“Bingo!” I whispered, and kissed him good night.
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The Veil
Eleanor Silk

I fell through the veil like a brick through water, hitting my shoulder 
hard against the smooth stone floor. That’s what I told Matt, anyway. 

He says I’m mental, and of course I am. I only found out yesterday that 
this stone is called ‘concrete’. My fingers reach up to fiddle with my ears – 
but they aren’t there. The tips have been burned off, the better to conceal me 
in this strange land. I’ve been given a language spell, too. I hope it never 
wears off. 

Matt offered me work a week after I fell out of the sky. Says his dad has 
work for everyone, even ‘foreigners’ (I must remember to write that one down). 
His dad owns a big yard, and strange, guttering machines plough it all day. I 
load timber from one side to the other. The timber is staunch, voiceless. 
Usually when you cut wood it sings to you, tells you the tale of its life. The 
churned earth forgets to sing too, a slow, low chanting that I only miss now 
it’s not there. There’s no birdsong in the morning, only smoke drifting across 
the rusted sky. But I work. I have to. I vaguely remember a time when I would’ve
refused, laughed, mocked Matt for daring to offer. The memories are slow, hazy. 
Perhaps they were taken from me like my ears. When I screw my face up, in the 
hours when I can’t sleep, I can see faces behind a high desk on even higher 
chairs. They must have put me here. And this, I think, means I must have done 
something horrific. They don’t throw you into the realm below for just anything.
I keep staring at my hands, wondering what I’ve done. 

*

Matt and his dad are big men, with dark hair and wobbling chins. Their arms
are covered in scars and Matt himself has a great big bruise on his brow. He 
offers me a bottle full of some strange fizzing drink and gets upset when I 
decline because I don’t know what it is. His dad comes over and wraps two mighty
arms around our shoulders and says life’s too short. I agree.

I don’t think Matt does, though. He’s kind, but sad, like a kicked dog. His
dad looks too proud to have ever been sad; he’s loud, booming, lots of swinging 
arms and a tattoo of a swallow on his neck. They talk about things, in their 
strange, halted way, full of nods and snorts and half-sentences. I listen, on 
the edge, unsure of where the lines between insult and joke lie; sometimes a 
laugh becomes a bark of anger, or a question curdles into an accusation. 
Sometimes old wounds are poked, and words trail off, ending with shake of the 
head or the wipe of an eye. 

I see them glance at each other sometimes, and grimace, pushing their 
sadness down and out of the way. That’s what I’m doing too. The silent sky, the 
dead earth, I’m pushing it down and away, and out of my skull.

*

There must be a festival happening tonight. Matt’s dad drags some chairs 
around a fire, and orders us all to finish early. It’s quite nice, sitting here.
I get handed some ’ale’ but it’s unlike any ale I’ve ever tasted. I drink it 
anyway. There’s peanuts, and warm slabs of bread covered in cheese. Then the sky
lights up. I jump, and they all laugh. Hundreds of screaming lights and 
explosions, streaming like snakes across the black. Matt wipes his eye, puts his
drink down. His dad grips his shoulder, tells him he wishes she was here too. I 
scratch my burned ears, my shoulder still aching. Elves don’t lose people very 
often. I don’t know what to say, so I offer him some more ale. He smiles, calls 
me ’mate’ and rubs his bruise absent-mindedly.

I wonder. Do they know they’re dead, too?
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Wood Stone and Flood
Glen Armstrong

The poet, hereafter known 
as the modest berserker,

hears music, hereafter known
as wood, stone and flood.

The poet’s own wood, stone
and flood is performed

upon the English language,
hereafter known 

as the untrustworthy man
in the straw hat

a designation, I would argue,
that falls short of begging

the question in that no
one’s trustworthiness 

or gender is on trial.)
Should the untrustworthy

man in the straw hat fail
to arrive 

for his designated weekly
visits with the modest

berserker without wood,
stone and flood 

in the pockets 
of his trench coat, 

the modest berserker may
claim that wild horses,

from some distance to be
determined solely 

by the modest berserker,
either: 1. absorb moonlight

or 2. resemble bees.
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Artwork metadata
Heather Joy

Creativity is like freedom, once you taste it
you cannot live without it

Natalie Rogers

Created as part of a three year (ongoing) project to visually document the 
process of completing a PhD, the featured artworks chart several poignant 
locales. Exploring themes such as entrapment, release and sagacity, multiple 
mixed media has been used to harness the cacophony of conflicting thoughts, 
feelings and emotions experienced thus far.

p. 42 Metasequoia
pastel, pen & ink on paper

p. 45 De-Pinned
printed paper, glue, pen & ink on card

p. 48 Snakes in my Voicebox
pen & ink on vellum

p. 52 Tranquility
wool, ribbon, leather, fabric, acrylic paint on card

p. 53 Micro-Wave
bleach on tinted glass

p. 57 Peacocking
acrylic paint on canvas

p. 59 SAAAD
pastel, pen & ink on paper

p. 62 Volatile Safety
printed paper, glitter, feathers, pipe cleaners, glue on card

p. 65 Pithy
pastel, pen & ink on paper

p. 68 Midnight Glade
pastel, pen & ink on paper

p. 71 Blessed
printed paper, glue, pen & ink on card

p. 73 Pinned
printed paper, glue, pen & ink on card

p. 77 Voyage
printed paper, sharpie, glue, modge podge, pen & ink on canvas

p. 80 Fossilized Sound
printed paper, glitter, feathers, pipe cleaners, glue on card

p. 83 Musings
sharpie, pen & ink on brown paper

p. 85 Perspex
printed paper, glue, pen & ink on card

p. 89 Strung Out
string and ink on paper
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